
Previously on E&I…
Opportunity creation.



A quick recap of Class 5

 Product and customer development

 Complementary approaches to value generation.

 Competing is the process of finding a competitive

advantage.

 Competitive models, sophisticated or intuitive

 Based on an innovation

 Based on the business model

 Ideally intertwined.



What went on in the last

weeks?

 Partial Exam

 First presentation: August 27

 What you currently have:

 Problem

 Solution

 Customer profile(s)

 Some evidence from secondary sources

 The challenge of learning how social/sustainable

entrepreneurship works.



What comes next?

 Second presentation: October 22

 A lot of groundwork

 Developing a prototype

 Getting out there to talk to people

 Update and refine your prototype

 Go deep into the industry/sector/market/segment

 Market Research (demand estimation and marketing plan)

 Primary Research (resources, funding)

 In a nutshell: to go from an abstract idea to a value
proposition customers are attracted to, a plan for you to 
make the idea a reality, and concrete indicators for
investors.



Homework time!

 You must have watched the material for

 Flipped Classroom 5

 Flipped Classroom 6

 Present the updated versions of your projects

 Five minutes to share with us what you learned

about social and sustainable entrepreneurship and 

innovation

 How you apply it to your work

 The team members who were missing must talk!
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Personas
Who are we working for?



What is a Persona?

 An abstract representation of

 A type of customer or user

 Groups of people with similar needs

 Market segments

 Stakeholders

 A profile of who we are designing/working for

 They include rich, relevant characteristics

 Not only demographic data

 They evolve over time



What is a Persona?





Let’s create your Personas

 You will receive a template





Let’s create your Personas

 You will receive a template

 In your teams, prepare as many as you need for

your project

 You have 10 minutes to complete them

 Be as serious, realistic, and thorough as you can!

 You will present your Personas to the class.



Time to show us those

Personas
Volunteers?



What did we learn about

Personas?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4XHOdQJsJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4XHOdQJsJA






Why do we want to create

Personas?

 Fictional but a good tool to understand the customers

 Help us comprehend the needs and wants of the users, 
frustrations and (hidden) sources of value

 Designers can use them to test assumptions

 Should be created using data collected from the real 
world

 Focus, sharpen or redefine elements of our business : 
LEARN!



Homework I

 In your teams refine and complete your project’s

Personas

 Use as much real data as you can

 Include all types of relevant customers/users.

 Do not talk to the potential customers just yet but

really have them in mind.

 Prepare a list of 3 subjects per each persona (Real!!!)

 Submit them next class (Monday 10)

 Conduct informal approaches and/or interview them.



Competitive Outlook
Where do we stand and who do we measure up 

against?



What is a Competitive

Outlook?

 The first approximation of the

segment/market/sector/industry you will enter

 A broad identikit of your main competitors, allies, 

etc.

 You create it using secondary data



Let’s map your Competitive

Outlook

 There is no recipe but you will receive a template that

might be useful





Let’s map your Competitive

Outlook

 There is no recipe but you will receive a template that

might be useful

 Complete the template in your teams

 Reflect about your project and use sourced data if

necessary

 You have 10 minutes to complete the template

 You will them present it to the class



Time to tell us about

your competitors
Volunteers?



What did we learn about our

Competitive Outlook?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4XHOdQJsJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4XHOdQJsJA




Why is it useful to conduct

this analysis?

 This is just a snapshot but the reality is hardly static

 The next step is to pick and focus on some of them

 Then find as much as you can about them

 Primary sources are reasonable in that stage

 Apply some of the techniques you already have used.

 It is not enough to know the names of our “rivals”

 The important part is what you do about them!

 I just gave you a shortcut!



The TES Model

 TES : Tokens, Edge, Shields

 Tokens: What you can offer to close competitors to 

turn them into allies.

 Edge: What are the core value-generating attributes

of your service.

 Shields: What barriers are in place and how you can 

preserve them as an incumbent.

 The value-generating attributes will feed into your

Value Proposition

 These attributes are defined by the customers!



Flipped Classroom 7

 Some videos on how to conduct competitive

research

 Many tools and techniques you may already be 

familiar with (or know others)



Homework II

 In your teams, complete the TES Model form

 Watch the Flipped Classroom 7 videos

 You will present the results of your competitive

analysis next class

 Not just the names of the rivals: what you do!

 Submit the tools (Including the TES form) in a 

written document.



Customer Journey Maps
What are they useful for?



What is a Customer Journey

Map?

 A visual tool which connects several aspects of the

customer experience

 Their goals,

 Interactions and communications with us,

 Channels,

 Emotional reactions,

 Etc.



 A visual tool which connects several aspects of the

customer experience

 Their goals,

 Interactions and communications with us,

 Channels,

 Emotional reactions,

 Etc.



What is a Customer Journey

Map?

 A visual tool which connects several aspects of the
customer experience

 Their goals,

 Interactions and communications with us,

 Channels,

 Emotional reactions,

 Etc.

 It is an outline, a map, a model

 They are simple but can have several levels or stages

 Should be backed by data and research

 They must be useful, not ideal!



Let’s build your own

Customer Journey Maps

 You will receive a large sheet of paper and some markers

 In your teams prepare the journey map for one of your
personas

 Choose only one persona and a stage of the journey (if you
have many)

 Include:

 Steps, Channels, Emotional Chart, Key Learning Outcomes

 You have 15 minutes to complete the exercise

 You will share it with the class afterwards





Let’s build your own

Customer Journey Maps

 You will receive a large sheet of paper and some markers

 In your teams prepare the journey map for one of your
personas

 Choose only one persona and a stage of the journey (if you
have many)

 Include:

 Steps, Channels, Emotional Chart, Key Learning Outcomes

 You have 15 minutes to complete the exercise

 You will share it with the class afterwards



Time to show us those

journey maps
Volunteers?



What did we learn about

Customer Journey Maps?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4XHOdQJsJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4XHOdQJsJA


What did we learn about

Customer Journey Maps?

 Visual representations that illustrate the overall
customer experience

 A sequence of stages and steps, interaction and 
communication points

 They can have different levels of scope inside the end-
to-end customer experience

 Useful to do for “before and after” scenarios

 This highlights the real value of the product or service

 Should be done with the customer in mind.









Homework III

 Complete the relevant customer journey maps for

your ideas

 All the scope levels

 All the Personas

 The rivals if you find it necessary to highlight the

value of your product or service



Homeworks (ALL)

 You have 4 of them:

 Complete and refine the Personas, TES models, and Journey
maps you have started here today

 Watch the material for Flipped Classroom 7

 Prepare your project’s competitive analysis to present it
next class.

 Run interviews with the potential customers/experts (get
the list approved before, by Monday 10)

 Next class (Monday 17) you will have 10 minutes to share 
your progress and explain the results of these homeworks.



Thanks for your attention!
Don’t forget the homework and see you next class.


